Chapter 2401
At the same time, Eastcliff Su’s family.
Shoude reported to Old Man Su: “Dad! Sister-in-law took Zhiyu and went to the auction
site!”
“What?!” The expression of the old man Chengfeng suddenly became chilly!
He gritted his teeth and said: ” Liona is really too much!” Shoude asked quickly: “Dad,
what shall we do now?”
Father Su gritted his teeth and said sharply, “Since Liona completely ignores Su’s face,
she should not blame me for not giving her a chance!”
After that, he scolded angrily: “The European princess did not change after repeated
teachings! Not only did she find a pagan boyfriend, but she was also even rumored to
be pregnant with the pagan child. Where do you put the face of the royal family?! If she
doesn’t push the royal family to the extreme, how could the royal family attack her?!
After all, it was all done by herself!”
Shoude lowered his voice and asked cautiously: “Dad, Do you really want to attack the
sister-in-law?! Although the Du family is going downhill now, it is still in a high position
as a whole. If we rashly act, we will definitely offend them…” said, Shoude.
He whispered again: “Moreover, the whole Eastcliff city is watching. If we do it at this
time, everyone will know that it must be us…”
Chengfeng snorted coldly and said, “I’m not afraid they know or not. On the contrary,
I’m afraid they don’t know! Liona, a woman who has been taught repeatedly! If we don’t
do anything, the outside world will think that our family can let others insult and
swallow their voices!”
Then, Chengfeng shook his hand fiercely and looked at him.
He said venomously: “As long as we do it cleanly and don’t leave any substantive clues,
even if the whole world knows that we did it, what can they do?”

Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, then Who do we let to do the task?”
Chengfeng said: “I have arranged this in advance. I originally thought that as long as
Liona doesn’t participate in this auction, I won’t care about her. But since she doesn’t
know how to promote the family values, I am not the one to be blamed.”
Shoude asked again: “Dad, what about Zhiyu?” Chengfeng said indifferently: “I have
explained that they will not do anything to Zhiyu.” After that, Chengfeng asked again:
“Yes, what about the boy? Did he go?”
Shoude shook his head: “My links didn’t mention Zhifei over there. He probably didn’t
go.”
Shouli hurriedly said, “Dad, Zhifei is already at the City Airport. he will fly back at ten
o’clock.”
Chengfeng Hearing this felt somewhat relieved and said: “It seems that the child has not
let down the name I gave him. It is the most important thing for people to know and
differentiate between right and wrong!”
Shoude hurriedly said: “Dad, if you… If you really want to teach the sister-in-law, you
must find a way to soothe the emotions of Zhifei , otherwise, I am afraid that this child
can’t think about it…” Shoude always meant something.
His greatest wish now is to do everything possible to make the old man full of anger
towards his eldest brother’s family.
He thought to himself: “Father let alone keeping track of disgruntled large family is not
enough!”
“Because Father’s body is now still in good health so that in the future he is likely to
direct inter-generational transfer of positions”!
“In other words, the old man is very likely to pass on the generation of the eldest
brother and me after another 10 years or 8 years, and pass on the position of the
patriarch of the family to our next generation!”

“In case he passed on to Zhifei, What’s the point even if he brings down the eldest
brother now? After the father gives way, Zhifei will overpower me!”
“So, the old man must also lose confidence in Zhifei!” It is because of this mind, Shoude
deliberately used this method of murder and condemnation to deliberately remind him
that he should pay attention to calming Zhifei’s emotions.
What he said was awe-inspiring, as if he really cared about his big nephew. In fact, he
deliberately wanted to wake up the old man and wanted him to know that if he really
killed Zhifei’s biological mother, Zhifei would definitely act, he will hate him!
This kind of mother-killing hatred, no matter what method is used, is impossible to
appease.
Shoude felt that as long as the old man recognized this, he would never give Zhifei any
chance again because that would be troubling for his status!
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Su’s expression becomes very ugly.
Shoude’s words really made him realize more clearly that if he decides to attack Liona,
then his eldest son Zynn and his family will definitely turn against him!
However, he also knew very well in his heart that if he didn’t act on Liona, the Su
Family’s face would disappear in the eyes of the world!
In any case, he couldn’t just watch Liona so presumptuous and enjoying her mind.
Once the Su family’s face can be trampled on by such a woman, how can the family
maintain its status and dignity?
Thinking of this, he said coldly: “When this matter is over, let Zhifei go to Australia to
meet your eldest brother, and don’t let him come back again!”
When Shoude heard this, he was extremely excited! “Dad telling Zhifei to go to Australia
to meet the eldest brother. That would be equivalent to being sent into exile. The father

and son will no longer have the opportunity to compete for the position of heir to the
Su family. They can only spend their lives in Australia and die there in oblivion!”
“In this way, I am the best candidate for succession in my father’s eyes. This is great! I
am so happy!”
…
At the same time.
It was close to ten o’clock in the morning.
At the auction venue, dozens of people sat sparsely.
These are all bidders participating in today’s judicial auction.
Most of their fancy is some second-hand real estate and cars.
Because almost all of the products sold by the company are involved in certain lawsuits
and paperwork is complicated, so most ordinary people are not very interested in such
transactions.
There have been many cases in the past. For example, a judicial auction house was
taken, but the original owner refused to move out. In the end, the buyer was
overwhelmed.
Because of this, foreclosed houses are generally sold at a lower price than the market
price. If one is not afraid of trouble, one can save some money.
Since everyone is here to pick up and miss, it is difficult for judicial auctions to have a
passion for outside auctions.
At outside auctions, sometimes two or more parties compete for a commodity,
hundreds of thousands of items. In the end, because of mutual bidding and
vindictiveness, the last few million transactions are also everywhere.

Participating in the judicial auction, everyone wants to save money and pick up the
leaks. Everyone hopes to get a 20% discount for a house with a market price of one
million. If it doesn’t help, they will try to get a 10% discount. Once the 10% discount is
exceeded, the attractiveness will drop sharply.
Therefore, such auctions are generally not interesting.
At ten o’clock, the auctioneer stepped in.
Since everything is simple and fast, there are no extra cuts. As soon as the auctioneer
came on stage, he went straight to the topic and said: “Thank you all for participating in
this judicial auction. The first item we are going to auction today is an Audi A6 under the
company’s name. The car has been licensed for three years and has a mileage of
113,000 kilometers. It has a starting price of 150,000 and a minimum bid of 1,000. It will
start now. “
A used car like this, in the same condition. For second-hand cars, the transaction price in
the normal market is generally around 210,000.
Because the ceiling is 210,000, everyone bids very sensibly.
After several bids, the price was mentioned as 180,000 all the way, many bidders gave
up, only two people still insisted.
However, as the price was approaching the ceiling, the remaining two were also very
cautious in bidding. A few minutes later, one of them raised the price to 195,000, and
the other did not follow suit.
The auctioneer immediately announced that the first lot had been sold for 195,000.
In the box, Issac looked through the auction materials at random and said to Charlie:
“Master, there are eleven cars participating in the auction today. After the cars are sold,
the auction will begin for the property. Your parents’ former residence is listed in the
real estate. The first one has a starting price of 880,000.”
“I have already briefed the man, no matter what the price is called, he will follow to the
end, and he will definitely help you take this house!”
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Charlie nodded lightly.
He is also determined to win the former residence of his parents.
After all, this former residence carries the last time of being together with his parents,
which is of great significance.
As several foreclosure cars were gradually taken away, the auction entered the real
estate auction part.
This time, there are 13 properties in the judicial auction, but among the 13 properties,
the cheapest starting price is the one where Charlie’s parents once lived.
The main reason is that the old house has been classified as a protective building in the
city. Not only is it forbidden to demolish, but also to turn over.
More importantly, whoever buys this old house has a certain obligation to protect this
old house.
The house is very old and cannot be demolished to obtain greater economic value. Even
if you want to rebuild it, you are not allowed to do so. Therefore, such a house is
basically not interesting for the developers.
No matter who buys this house, there is no chance of realizing it again.
However, Charlie and Liona are both waiting for the shooting of this house.
Because this house has the lowest starting price, as soon as it enters the real estate
auction, the auctioneer directly puts the photos of the house on the big screen and says:
“The first house we are going to auction today is A protected old mansion located at the
mouth of the old street. The specific information about this old mansion can be found in
the auction manual, so we won’t introduce more here, and we will start the auction
directly. It’s 880,000, and the auction begins now!”
As soon as the auctioneer’s voice fell, Liona directly raised the sign and said, “One
million.”

“Good!” The auctioneer said immediately: “Bidder No. 34 bid one million, is there
anything higher than one million?”
A plain-looking middle-aged man sitting in the corner immediately raised a sign and
said: “One and a half million!”
This middle-aged man is Issac’s driver.
“One and a half million?!” The auctioneer was dumbfounded, and the starting price was
880,000. After only two rounds, it reached 1.5 million, almost doubled!
You know, there is almost no room for appreciation for this property!
If you spend 1.5 million to buy such a house, the only possibility is to smash it in your
own hands.
Because of his surprise, he still didn’t come back to his senses, Liona raised the sign
again and said seriously: “I will pay two million.”
The auctioneer was even more surprised.
He immediately looked at Liona and reminded: “Bidder No. 34, I have to remind you that
the property is forbidden to be demolished and developed, and re-opening is
forbidden. It must be kept in its original shape according to the requirements of the city,
and at the same time bear the responsibility for its look after. Certain maintenance
obligations must be met. Are you sure you know about these particularities?”
Liona counted and nodded: “I know for sure.”
Although the auctioneer was confused, he nodded and said, “Bidder No. 34 bids 2
million. Is there anything higher than 2 million?”
The middle-aged man in the corner immediately said, “I’ll pay 3 million!”
“Three million…” The auctioneer wiped his sweat and continued to ask: “Now the bidder
on the 22nd is bidding 3 million, is there anything higher than him?”

“Four million!” Liona raised her hand almost without thinking.
Upon hearing this, the auctioneer hurriedly said: “Bid No. 34…”
After speaking, Issac’s driver said loudly: “I will pay 5 million!”
This time, Liona didn’t even give the auctioneer any time to think, and said directly: “I’m
paying eight million.”
Eight million?
The scene suddenly exclaimed!
This old house is worthless in the eyes of other people participating in the auction.
An old and dilapidated old house not only has no commercial value, but it is also very
uncomfortable to live in.
An old house like this is either leaking or crumbling. It is very cold in winter and very hot
in summer. If you live in such a house, it is better to just rent a low-rent house provided
by the city.
So everyone feels that based on the starting price of 880,000, this house is likely to be
unsold.
However, who would have thought that such a house of almost no value could be
scrambled and pushed up to a price of 8 million in a short period of time.
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Although Issac’s driver didn’t have any money, Issac had already confessed to him that
he had to take down the house at all costs, let alone only 8 million, even 80 million.
Therefore, he was not to be outdone at all, and immediately raised his hand and said, “8
million eight hundred thousand!”
8.8 million, compared to the starting price of 880,000, a full 10 times.

However, the competition between the two is just beginning.
Liona didn’t seem to want to continue to raise prices a little bit like this, so she directly
raised her hand and said, “Ten million.”
The whole auction scene was in an uproar again.
In the box, Issac said in Charlie’s ear: “Master, the second lady of the Du family, seems to
be determined to win.”
Charlie nodded, and sighed helplessly: “I don’t understand this aunt’s thoughts too
much. After all, she and my father have no real relationship foundation, why bother to
seize this old house?”
Issac said with emotion: “To be honest, although I am a few years older than you, I have
heard of Liona’s feelings for your father, and it is indeed a deep love…”
Charlie said, at the auction outside, Issac’s driver had already bid the price to 12 million.
At this time, Liona followed closely and raised the price to 15 million.
Charlie couldn’t help but frowned, and said to Issac next to him: “Send a WeChat with
your driver and ask him to bid 30 million!”
“Okay!” Issac nodded, immediately took out his phone and sent a WeChat.
Immediately afterwards, the middle-aged man outside the auction scene raised his hand
again, and directly doubled Liona’s 15 million to 30 million.
The scene was full of hissing inhales.
A house worth less than one million was actually carried to a high price of thirty million,
which is simply unheard of in the history of judicial auctions.
Liona was also shocked at this time.

She turned her head and looked at the man in the corner who had been raising the
price with her, feeling very surprised.
“I really don’t understand why this strange man has such a strong desire to buy the
house I care about.”
“Actually, before I came today, I had imagined that I would meet competitors at the
auction.”
“However, the competitor I expected should be the young man I met at Changying’s
former residence that day.”
“Because that young man and Changying look almost exactly the same. If I don’t guess
wrong, he should be Changying’s son.”
“In the past few days, I have been thinking of ways to find his whereabouts, but I have
not found any clues.”
“And now, that young man does not appear at the auction, but besides him, who else is
so obsessed with this old house? Who is this middle-aged man who bid 30 million? Or,
Who on earth sent him?”
Just as Liona’s thoughts were flying, the auctioneer said: “Thirty million once, 30 million
twice, is there any price higher than 30 million? If there is none, the 30 million third ……”
After he finished speaking, Liona came back to her senses and hurriedly said: “50
million! I give 50 million!”
“This…” The auctioneer himself couldn’t believe it, and shouted tremblingly: “50 million
for the first time…”
Issac’s driver was even a little nervous.
Although it was not his money that was spent, he also felt that the money was spent too
much.
So he hurriedly sent a WeChat message to Issac: “Boss, are you still bidding?”

Issac replied immediately: “Add another five million!”
So, the driver raised his hand again and said, “I’m out to fifty-five million!”
Charlie looked at Liona next to Zhiyu through the one-way glass, sighed, and said to
Issac: “Old Man, if the second lady of the Du family raises the fare, let your driver
abandon the shoot. Right.”
Issac asked dumbfounded: “Master, are you going to give up?!”
After finishing speaking, he hurriedly added: “Master! Don’t say fifty-five million, even
five hundred and fifty million, it’s a drop in the bucket for us!”
Charlie shook his head lightly, and sighed: “Hey, forget it, it’s not a question of money,
let this aunt be the winner!”
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Issac thought that Charlie had waited for a long time, the old mansion that was
determined to win, unexpectedly gave up and remained silent.
He himself couldn’t help being anxious for Charlie, and blurted out: “Master, you have
been thinking about buying this house for so long. Now it’s just in hand. Don’t give up!
Otherwise, if you If you regret it in the future, there will be no regrets taking medicine…”
Charlie sighed softly, waved his hand, and said seriously: “No more, no more, now it
seems that Aunt Du needs this house more than I do.”
After speaking, Charlie said softly: “This is the old house where my parents and I lived
together, but I don’t have the courage to stand up and sit in the auction hall to
participate in the auction. On the other hand, this Aunt Du can openly sit outside and
bid, from this point alone, she is much better than me and more qualified than me to
get this house.”
Charlie admired Liona in his heart.
Now, the vast majority of people don’t know that he is the young master of the Wade
family, and they don’t know that he is the only blood of Changying left in this world.

Therefore, out of caution, he didn’t participate in this auction publicly, even signed up in
the name of Issac’s driver.
From this point alone, he admired Liona’s courage.
As the so-called gentleman is the beauty of an adult, Charlie decided to abandon the
competition and give this house to Liona.
Although he didn’t know Liona, he also knew that Liona had loved his father for many
years, but she couldn’t get any substantial results back.
Perhaps this house can give her a visible and tangible ideological comfort for the past
thirty years of loving his father.
This can be regarded as the father who has died in his own generation, thanking her for
the friendship over the years.
At this time, the outside bidding continues.
Issac’s driver did not receive any instructions to give up. After Liona bid 60 million, he
raised his hand again and bid 61 million.
Charlie recalled the old house in his mind, sighed deeply, stood up and said to Issac:
“Tell your driver to stop bidding.”
After speaking, he put on a mask, turned and left the box.
At the same time, Liona raised her placard again without hesitation, and said: “62
million!”
Seeing this, Issac hurried to catch up, and while swiftly following up, he hurriedly sent a
voice message to the driver: “Abandon the auction and stop bidding!”
His driver just raised his hand when he suddenly received the information and hurriedly
clicked to play. The speaker heard what Issac had just said, so he immediately put his
raised hand back.

The auctioneer was already a little bit incoherent with excitement. Seeing that he raised
his hand and put it down, he hurriedly asked: “Bidder No. 22, are you bidding or not?”
The driver said: “I give up.”
Hearing these three words, Liona’s heart suddenly filled with joy, and a big rock finally
fell to the ground.
Immediately afterwards, the auctioneer said loudly: “Sixty-two million once! Sixty-two
million twice! Sixty-two million three times! Deal!”
Then, the auction mallet in his hand banged heavily on the table.
With this bang, Liona burst into tears of joy.
In the past few days, she has been awake at night for this house, not thinking about tea
and rice, and she wanted to buy it, but she was worried that it will happen unexpectedly.
Now, finally the dust settled.
Although the price far exceeds its original value as a house, for Liona, the house is
priceless.
She fell in love with Changying from the ignorant years of her youth, until Changying
got married and when Changying passed away, her love for him never faded.
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Thirty years later, Changying left her with nothing but an indelible memory and some
old photos.
Not to mention leaving her a token of sorrow in her heart, even if she wants to go to
Changying’s grave to worship, it is hard to climb to forget him.
Now, she finally bought the old house where he once lived, and the emotions in her
heart for more than 30 years finally have a place to put.

Zhiyu saw her mother burst into tears, and her heart was mixed.
While feeling sorry for her mother’s infatuation for so many years, she also sympathized
with the inhumane behavior her father had entrusted these years.
However, when she changed her mind, thought that the father had already had a
physical derailment, and there was an illegitimate daughter who was only one year
younger than her, and she felt that father was not worthy of sympathy.
Then, she thought of her benefactor.
Seeing her mother’s life of infatuation, she couldn’t help asking herself in her heart:
“Zhiyu, Zhiyu, if you can’t find your benefactor, will you be trapped like your mother and
never get out? If that’s the case. You are not as lucky as your mother. At least, she still
knows Changying, and she grew up with Changying, and has many common
experiences and pasts memories. You don’t even know what your benefactor is called…
…”
……
At this moment, at the back door of Treasures Pavilion, Charlie wearing a mask quickly
walked out of the passage.
After going out, he looked up at the cloudy sky, his eyes were already filled with tears.
Ever since his parents passed away when he was eight years old, Charlie has been the
same as Liona over the years, and he has nowhere to put his feelings towards his
parents.
He is even worse than Liona, because Liona still has some old photos at least, but
Charlie can’t save even a photo of his parents.
After the parents’ accident, they were airlifted to the parental city within a very short
time, together with their parents’ bodies and all the belongings in the old house. Charlie
was equivalent to entering the orphanage in a single suit. From that moment on, he
almost lost all the items that can be pinned to grief.

Until some time ago, in the years before he went to the mountains to the graves, he was
oblivious to their location of final rest.
Therefore, this house bears all his thoughts for his parents.
Just a minute ago, Charlie was also determined to win this house.
He even felt that even if it cost hundreds of millions or even hundreds of billions, he
must buy this house.
However, at that moment, he suddenly decided to not compete Liona.
Now, he doesn’t regret his decision, he just feels a bit desolate and sad simply because
of the loss of this house.
Issac chased it out, seeing Charlie’s eyes filled with tears, his heart was shocked!
Knowing Charlie for so long, this is the first time he has seen Charlie with tears in his
eyes.
He couldn’t help but exclaimed in his heart: “Is this still the Master Wade whom
countless people admire? Is this still the Master Wade who walked out of the avalanche
in the mountains under the Changbai Mountain range? where a sky thunder buried the
eight heavenly kings? At this moment, he was like a child who could not find a way
home, painful and helpless.”
At this moment, Issac felt a little bit more admiration for his young master at the same
time.
Charlie is no longer as simple as reluctantly giving up love, he left all his regrets to
himself, and left the psychological redemption and rebirth to Liona.
Thinking of this, he couldn’t help sighing, stepped forward, and asked in a low voice,
“Master, are you okay?”
“Yes, there is nothing.” Charlie waved his hand, abruptly suffocating his tears, and said:
“Old man… can you drive me to the old house to have a look. Staying and going

through some formalities, I want to go over and take a look, and it won’t be that easy to
think about it again after the handover is complete.”
Issac hurriedly said: “Yes master, wait a moment, I’ll get the car!”
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Issac quickly drove the car over. Charlie was about to get in the car. Bao Fugui, the
owner of Treasures Pavilion, hurried out and asked nervously, “Master Wade, why are
you leaving so early?”
Charlie said calmly: “Suddenly there is something to be dealt with, so I won’t stay
longer.”
Bao Fugui hurriedly asked: “Master Wade, are you not satisfied with the service of
Treasures Pavilion?”
Charlie waved his hand: “No, it has nothing to do with your Treasure Pavilion.”
Bao Fugui only breathed a sigh of relief and quickly asked: “By the way, Master Wade,
were you interested in the items that were auctioned today? If so, please tell me, and I
will help you win !”
Charlie shook his head and smiled: “There is nothing I am interested in at the auction. I
came here today to join in the heat, so don’t worry too much.”
With that said, he pointed to the Rolls-Royce in front of him and said to Bao Fugui: “I
have something to do, so I will leave now, and we will get together again when I have
time.”
Bao Fugui hurriedly nodded and bowed his waist and said, “Master Wade, go slowly. If
there is another auction in Treasures Pavilion next time, I must contact you in advance!”
Charlie nodded, said goodbye to Bao Fugui, and got in the car.
Bao Fugui saw Charlie’s Rolls Royce leave the Treasure Pavilion before turning around
and returning to the auction venue.

Afterward, Issac carried Charlie to the old house where Charlie lived with his parents.
At this time, Liona, who finally won the former residence of Charlie’s parents at a skyhigh price of 62 million, has come to the back office of the auction and began to go
through the house purchase procedures with the staff.
The staff of the judicial department looked at Liona in shock at this time, and said:
“Madam, are you sure you want to buy this property at a high price of 62 million? If you
want to breach the contract now, we will only hold your bid deposit of 10,000 will be
deducted and you will be added to the blacklist for only one year. Would you like to
consider it again?”
This is a judicial auction after all, and all the funds from the auction will be used for the
defendant to repay the amount involved in the case.
Therefore, no matter how much is sold, there is no actual interest involved in the judicial
department. Therefore, they hope that the goods sold by the judicial auction can really
be sold at a price-performance ratio.
They felt that the price Liona had set out was too ridiculous and that this house was not
worth so much money without reason.
Once Liona paid the money, there would be no room for regret. All the money from the
auction of the house will be used for judicial compensation immediately, and there will
never be room for regret.
But in case Liona clears the money and regrets it, if she wants to coax it, she must come
to the judicial department to coax it. At that time, it will more or less affect their own
reputation, and it will be trouble for them.
Therefore, in order to put an end to the trouble, they hope that Liona will not be taken
advantage of. It would be best to repent on the spot. When the next judicial auction
comes, the house will be taken out again and auctioned at a normal market price.
Moreover, they also felt that Liona must have bid the price with that person on the spot,
so they kept increasing the price one by one. Otherwise, it is impossible for a normal
person to get such an incredible price.

However, she was very confident at this time and said: “I don’t need to think about it.
Please handle the payment for me as soon as possible and the rest of the transfer
process. The sooner the better, thank you.”
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The staff wiped their sweat and explained earnestly: “Madam, the starting price of this
house you are buying now is only 880,000, and the highest market price is about 1.3
million. Your current auction price is nearly fifty times the difference! Are you sure you
really don’t need to think about it again?”
Liona shook her head and said firmly: “I have considered it clearly, and there is no need
to consider it anymore from my side. Please help me handle it as soon as possible.”
Several staff members exchanged glances, and one of them said: “In this case, we will
handle the subsequent payment process for you. Is your bank account balance is
enough?”
Liona counted and nodded: “Enough.”
“Okay…” The staff took out the POS machine and said: “Madam, please confirm that
your card issuing bank has a single day transaction limit in the required range. Many
users have a single day transaction limit. The default is 1 million. If your transaction limit
is not enough, please contact the bank.”
Her daughter on the side said impatiently: “Where do you have so many problems, can
you just swipe your card? If our card doesn’t even have a transaction limit, how could
you just wait for payment?”
The staff member embarrassedly said: “I’m sorry, miss, mainly because we haven’t done
a single transaction of such a large amount, so I want to confirm with you clearly, I am
really sorry…”
After speaking, the staff entered the number on the POS machine, after confirming that
it was correct, handed it to Liona and said: “Madam, please swipe your card.”
Liona counted and nodded, took out the bank card and handed it to the other party,
and then entered the password. Then, the POS machine displayed that the bank had

confirmed that the transaction deduction was successful, so it automatically typed out
the slip.
The staff really sighed. It seems that this is a rich person who doesn’t take money
seriously and spending dozens of times more is nothing to her.
Afterward, the staff took out five copies of the house purchase agreement and said to
Liona: “Madam, please check the details of the contract. If there are not any problems,
each of the five house purchase agreements must be signed, and every All pages must
be signed for confirmation.”
Liona counted and nodded, flipped through the terms, and after confirming that the
ownership of the property rights was clear and there were no problems, she
immediately began to sign her name on the contract.
At the same time, Eastcliff Su’s family.
Shoude Su said to Old Chengfeng Su angrily: “This sister-in-law! this woman is really
ignorant! Not only did she go to the auction, she also took the house with a maximum
of one million for a price of 62 million. I think it won’t be long before this incident will be
known to the entire Eastcliff city, and the face of our Su family will be seriously damaged
by that time!”
After that, he said angrily: “How the hell does she like Changying bastard! It’s
unreasonable!”
Chengfeng said with a cold face: “Don’t call her sister-in-law! Our family doesn’t have
such a daughter-in-law!”
Shoude said angrily: “Dad! If I knew this was going to be the case. It would have been
better to kill her on the way to the auction! That way, at least we could keep our family’s
face!”
Chengfeng said in a cold voice: “If we do this kind of thing in advance, it would be
risking the world! If she still doesn’t damage our Su family’s face, our Su family will kill
her in advance, if this is spread out. Our family will become the object of disgust for the
whole world, and the object of criticism and ridicule for the entire Eastcliff upper class!”

After that, Chengfeng asked him back: “Have you forgotten that the world-famous
princess in Europe was killed after she fell in love with a heretic, became pregnant with
his children, and was about to get married! But even so, even if there has always been
definite evidence from the outside world, and the royal family has been scolded for
decades! If the royal family kills the princess just because the princess is in love with a
heretic, the royal family would have been drowned in the saliva of the common people
long ago!”
Having said that, Chengfeng sighed, patted his face lightly, and said: “Others have to
slap us on our faces before we can kill them. You can’t just because they stare at you.
We must kill the other party! That is to poke a big basket!”

Chapter 2409
Although Shoude has a moral character in his name, he doesn’t have any “morality” in
himself.
Not only is there no morality but even a hint of it is missing in his demeanor.
And Chengfeng, although he is also an unscrupulous person, at least he has the skill of
scheming.
Such people are generally full of benevolence and morality on the surface and full of the
mindset of vile men, thieves, and pro$titutes.
But the key is that the full belly of male thieves and female pro$titutes cannot be seen.
In the belly of Old Man Su, the bad water fermented for a lifetime, and no one except
himself knows how many wicked things have been done, but the only one who really
broke it was Ruoli.
In most cases, Elder Su is still very good at superficial skills.
At this time, Father Su had already regarded Shoude as his future successor, so he said
with earnest words: “Shoude, you have to know that the survival rules and know-how of
upper-class society, in general, are two words, teacher Famous!”
“A famous teacher?” Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, can you tell me more specifically?”

Elder Su explained: “The so-called famous teacher means that everything must have a
decent reputation!”
“If we don’t have any status, we will go straight up and give the other party a mess, then
this belongs to the young people who don’t play cards according to the routine and
don’t perform martial arts, and we can only do it for ourselves.”
“Look at it. In wars between countries throughout the ages, even if the aggressor wants
to invade a country, under normal circumstances, it will find a reason that can barely be
justified.”
“Just like the Lugouqiao July 7th Incident, the Japanese also lied that a soldier was
missing, and then took the opportunity to start the incident.”
“We still need a reason between countries, let alone our families.”
Speaking of this, Mr. Su said with a cold expression: “Actually, I wanted Liona’s life a
long time ago! From the moment I knew Liona was going to Aurous Hill, I wished that
Liona’s plane crashed and died on the way to Aurous Hill. Then you can get it done once
and for all, once and for all!”
“But, I could only think about it in my heart, not just do it!”
“Because Liona only went to Aurous Hill, and didn’t do anything that would humiliate
the Su family’s reputation. If she gets off her private jet because she is going to Aurous
Hill, then once the incident happens, the entire Su family will be destroyed. !”
“So, if we want her life, she must be known as a teacher only after she has done things
that substantially damage the reputation of the Su family!”
“Now, during the duration of the marriage between Liona and your elder brother, she
went to Aurous Hill to bid for the old house where Changying lived, and the price was
still multiple times higher than the market price. This has indeed affected the reputation
of the Su family. At this time, you have a certain reason to kill her.”
Shoude heard this and said with a face of being taught: “Dad, I understand what you
mean! Hearing this from you today really made me start! In the future, I will follow you
to study hard and polish myself!”

Shoude grew up so old, and today is really the first time he heard his father talk about
this strategy.
In fact, the old man Su is very scheming, and there are countless strategies in his
stomach. This is just a very simple point, not a sophisticated strategy.
However, because Shoude is the second child, he had no chance to learn such a strategy
before.
This kind of strategy, like the art of the ancient emperor, is often only passed on to the
prince who wants to inherit the ruler in the future. The other princes have no chances to
learn, and they are not even qualified to listen.
The reason why the emperor was unwilling to teach his country’s methods and
strategies to other princes was that he was afraid that other princes would threaten the
eligible prince’s safety in the future.

Chapter 2410
This is like those martial arts sects. The head will always pass on the core martial arts to
the successor of the next head, but not to other apprentices. The purpose is to ensure
that the strength of the successor is higher and will not be overthrown by his own
people.
In the past, the old man Chengfeng devoted himself to teaching his eldest son Zynn Su
every day. As for the other sons, he never taught them any real strategies.
But now, the eldest son Zynn has been completely abandoned by him.
After the eldest son was abolished, the most ideal heir in his heart became the second
son Shoude.
Therefore, he planned to train Shoude from now on.
At this moment, he felt in his heart: “I have at most ten or twenty years to live in the
future, and Shoude will grow up from now, ten or twenty years, and he will have almost
hardly settled in the dealings of affairs.

“In this way, he will not threaten my grasp of the Su family power over the next ten or
twenty years.”
“But if he changes to abide by the Tao and become the heir, maybe in five or eight
years, I can’t hold him down.”
“Looking at it this way, the situation that happened to this day may not necessarily be a
bad thing.”
At this moment, Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, how are we going to kill Liona that b!tch
woman now?! Have you sent a master in the family to Aurous Hill?”
“No.” Chengfeng shook his head and said, “How can you use your own person for this
kind of thing? Isn’t that equivalent to bringing trouble for yourself?”
Shoude asked in a puzzled way: “Dad, didn’t you say that we want to become famous?
Now that Liona is insulting the family, don’t we already have a reason to do it?”
Chengfeng was very disappointed and rebuked: “Shoude! Being famous is a necessary
condition, but it is by no means the only condition! If you just cover your face and run
naked, you won’t be recognized. Would you just wear a mask in the future and won’t
wear pants?!”
Shoude said in fear: “Dad, I… I didn’t mean that…”
Chengfeng snorted coldly, and said sharply: “You can hear clearly, even if the teacher is
famous, this kind of life-killing thing, we must try our best to separate everything!”
As he said, he added: “The teacher I just mentioned is famous, but it just leaves us
behind. The most important thing for us is not to let the other party find any evidence!”
“The best solution to this matter is to find a way to kill Liona, and although the whole
world thinks it must be our Su family, no one should find any substantive evidence!”
“Like the famous princess in Europe, everyone knows how she died, but what’s the use?
No one can show direct evidence of her murder. In the end, they can only say that she
died in a car accident!”

“Ten thousand steps back, even if the outside world has evidence that the royal family
murdered her, the royal family will at least have a reason to excuse itself or mitigate the
crime.”
“For example, she was pregnant with a pagan child and intended to marry a pagan,
which is detrimental to the royal authority”
“For example, she had already given birth to a prince for the royal family, but once she
married a pagan in her second marriage, she would give birth to a pagan baby, and this
pagan baby is the half-brother of the royal prince. Where is the prince’s face, where is
the face of the entire royal family, and where is the face of the entire nation?”
“These are all the reasons why the royal masters are famous, and they are also the way
to wash themselves after the big incidents in the future!”
Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, how can you make Liona’s death ambiguous?”
Chengfeng sneered and said: “What I am after is not to make her die an ambiguous
death, I want to make her die impeccably!”
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Hearing the words of Elder Su, Shoude immediately asked with excitement: “Dad, what
good way do you have to make Liona’s death impeccable?”
Elder Su sneered: “It was to find an A-level wanted criminal who committed a capital
crime in advance and gives his family 10 million in relocation allowance to let him
escape to Aurous Hill.”
Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, do you want that wanted criminal to act?”
The old man Su said calmly: “It is to make the wanted criminal do a good job, but the
whole plan is not as simple as you think.”
After speaking, the old man continued: “I have also let people leak this information to
the local police in Aurous Hill. I believe that soon the police in Aurous Hill will search for
this wanted criminal throughout the city. He has many homicides on his account, and he
will die if he is caught. So he will naturally run desperately under the police chase…”

“By then, he will run around Aurous Hill like a headless fly, and then escape to the
auction site by accident…”
“When he arrives at the auction site, the Aurous Hill police will definitely send a large
number of people to surround the entire Treasure Pavilion. Then he is like a turtle in the
urn. In a panic, it is normal to hold several hostages…”
“At that time, in order to survive, this wanted criminal will naturally use the hostages as a
threat and drive away with the hostages. At that time, he will make sure to take Liona
into the car!”
Shoude hurriedly asked: “Then when will he kill Liona? After getting in the car, or after
escaping?”
There was a sharp flash in the eyes of Old Man Su, and he said coldly: “The plan I made
for him is to kill Liona after he escapes, and then I will send him to the Philippines by
boat, but if this person lives, he will increase the risk of our exposure, I have arranged for
others to directly cause a car accident after he took Liona into the car and neutralize him
and Liona together!”
Having said this, the old man smiled sinisterly and said: “By then, these two people will
go to see the Lord together, and our plan will never be revealed, even if the whole world
suspects that we killed her. It doesn’t matter, they can say whatever they say if they can’t
find any evidence!”
Shoude said excitedly: “Dad! Your trick is really wonderful! First, you secretly instructed
an A-level wanted criminal to escape to Aurous Hill, accidentally escape to the auction
venue, kidnap Liona, and then the wanted criminal rushing away with Liona. Accidentally
encounter a car accident and die, and even Liona killed together, the cause and effect
are perfect, it seems that Liona cleaned up! I believe that no one should doubt our Su
family! It is really perfect! “
Elder Su nodded with a sneer, and said seriously: “I think I have been up and down in
the sea of commerce for half my life, but for everything I have to do, I will consider a few
more steps forward and a few more backward, and strive to be foolproof before
starting. …..”

Having said this, he sighed and sighed: “Hey! The only mistake in my life was that of
Ruoli! Originally, it was all planned with the Japanese Self-Defense Forces, which could
be said to be foolproof, but I am now confused. I don’t understand, which link was the
problem!”
“Not only is Ruoli missing, but even my overall plan has been discovered. It is really a
heavy loss!”
“What I am most worried about now is that Ruoli is not only alive somewhere, there is
even a hidden behind-the-scenes person behind her back.”
“If that’s the case, then this person is likely to become the deadly enemy of our family in
the future!”
When Shoude heard this, he nodded in agreement and sneered in his heart: “Although I
don’t know which part of Ruoli had the problem, I don’t know whether Ruoli is behind
the scenes. , But if there is, I really want to thank him!”
“If he hadn’t ruined the old man’s plan, how could the old man push his eldest brother
out as a substitute?”
“If the old man doesn’t push the eldest brother out as a substitute for the dead, then
how can I have the opportunity to replace the eldest brother as the heir?”
However, Shoude didn’t dare to show his inner joy. He asked with concern: “Dad, that
wanted criminal, when will you start?”
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Elder Su looked at the time and said: “If there is no deviation in the plan, the criminal
should arrive at the auction site in ten minutes.”
Shoude hurriedly asked: “Dad, ten minutes, Liona won’t leave, right?!”
“No!” Elder Su sneered: “Liona should be still working on the property change
procedures now. This procedure is very cumbersome, and it will be impossible to do it in
a short while. She wants that old house so much, and now she finally went smoothly to
get it. Will definitely cooperate very seriously with the change process.”

Shoude nodded slightly, and at the same time, he was relieved.
However, he quickly remembered something and asked: “Dad! Zhiyu is also with her.
Will there be any accidents then?”
Shoude knew that the old man liked Zhiyu’s granddaughter very much, and what he was
really worried about was not Zhiyu’s safety, but whether the old man would stop the
whole plan because of Zhiyu.
Old Su’s expression was slightly loose at this time, and he sighed slightly and said: “I
have already let people know the wanted man. I have given him Liona and the photos of
Zhifei and Zhiyu. I told him clearly that he only needs to know these three people, it is
enough to take the life of Liona. Now the boy has flown back here early in the morning,
and there is one Zhiyu left. That person has also seen the photos of Zhiyu in advance
and will not harm her.”
Shoude hurriedly pretended to be relieved and sighed: “That would be great. To be
honest, I still like child Zhiyu very much. This child is really the brightest and the best of
the Su family. The one with an idea and understanding of things around!”
“Yes!” Elder Su couldn’t help sighing: “It would be nice if Zhiyu was a boy. What a pity…”
Shoude caught the look of regret in the old man’s eyes, and a vicious thought flashed in
his heart.
From the bottom of his heart, he hoped that Liona and Zhiyu would die together this
day.
In this way, even if the eldest brother Zynn does not feel sorry for Liona, he will
definitely feel sorry for Zhiyu.
If the old man killed Liona and Zhiyu at the same time, then Zynn would definitely hate
the old man.
When the time comes, the eldest brother will not just be exiled to Australia, he will
definitely fight to the death with the old man.

In order to protect himself, the old man will completely expel his eldest brother from the
Su family, leaving him with nothing and no chance of turning over for a lifetime.
In that case, the future Patriarch will be able to sit more firmly.
So, he checked the time and said to Old Man, “Dad, I will go to the bathroom now and
come back soon.”
Elder Su did not suspect that he was there, nodded slightly, and waved his hand: “Go!”
Shoude immediately came out of the old man’s study. After that, he hurriedly took out
his mobile phone and sent a text message to his confidant:
“The old man spent 10 million a few days ago to find an A-level wanted criminal. Now
immediately find out the name of the wanted criminal, and then contacted him as
quickly as possible and tell him that I could call his family again. Twenty million will be
passed, but the premise is to add a condition so that he will kill Zhiyu at the same time
as he kills Liona!”
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At this moment, Aurous Hill.
A man wearing a mask appeared at the subway station near Treasures Pavilion.
There are a large number of monitoring probes at the subway station entrance, some of
which are security videos of the subway, some are monitoring of the city’s Skynet, and
several new high-end cameras equipped with face recognition functions.
In recent years, with the rapid development of technology, face recognition has
successfully emerged from science fiction films and entered the lives of ordinary people.
Not only does the mobile phone support facial recognition, more importantly, the police
also has a complete set of facial recognition systems connected to big data.
The biggest use of this system is to quickly screen a large number of people.

For example, if hundreds of people come to the front if there is a wanted criminal mixed
in, then relying on police officers to check one by one will not only be inefficient, but it
is also particularly prone to omissions.
However, now with the face recognition system, when hundreds of people pass by
quickly, the system can directly identify the identities of hundreds of people through
face recognition.
At the same time, the system will immediately verify the identities of hundreds of
people. If there are fugitives or suspects, the police will get system reminders as soon as
possible.
The most typical example is that a well-known Hong Kong singer came to the mainland
to hold a concert. At each concert, the police can always catch several fugitives from the
tens of thousands of audience at the arena.
Why is there such high efficiency?
Almost all rely on the powerful features of face recognition!
Therefore, with the increasing development of science and technology, the possibility of
criminals trying to escape legal sanctions has become less and less.
At this moment, the man wearing a mask looked around, then reached into his pocket
and took out a pack of cigarettes that were very dry and crumpled.
He tore open the cigarette case and found that there was not even a single cigarette
inside, so he stepped to the mobile convenience store at the subway station entrance
and said in a low voice to the shopkeeper: “Boss, give me a package of Dunhill.”
The shopkeeper hurriedly asked: “Soft or hard?”
The man opened his mouth and said, “Soft.”
The shopkeeper took out a pack of Soft Dunhill from the glass cabinet and handed it to
him, while saying, “Sixty-five.”

The man directly threw him a hundred bills and said lightly: “No need to look for
change.”
The shopkeeper was overjoyed and said with a busy smile: “Oh, thank you!”
The man took the cigarette and turned around, he had already taken apart the plastic
film on the outside of the cigarette packet and then tore the right side of the case.
Afterward, he skillfully tapped his fingers on the left side of the cigarette case, and a
cigarette came out of the torn opening on the right.
He took out the cigarette and took off the mask he was wearing, revealing a fierce face
with Chinese characters.
He held the cigarette in his mouth, took a hard sip after lighting it, and then turned his
head to look around.
He glanced at the rows of surveillance cameras at the subway entrance and wiped a
resolute smile on the corner of his mouth.
He has been on the run for three years.
In the past three years, he has lived a ghostly life, hiding in Tibet, and has long been
exhausted.
He wanted to find opportunities to sneak overseas so that he could give himself a sigh
of relief, but he didn’t have the ability at all, and he didn’t have the opportunity.
So he can only hide everywhere with a hunger for what he desired.
The only thing that can bring him comfort is that he and his family have a very secret
contact method that even the police do not know about yet.
It is precisely because of this contact method that his family members contacted him
two days ago and told him that someone gave them ten million and in return wants him
to kill a person. After the work is done, he could use his contacts to send him abroad.

Because his family had received this ten million, he was moved almost instantly.
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Anyway, he was tired of the days of hiding everywhere, earning 10 million for his family,
and giving himself a chance of complete liberation. He had no reason to refuse.
So, he moved to Aurous Hill yesterday, ready to play!
According to the owner’s request, he had to find a surveillance camera to expose
himself before escaping to a place called Treasures Pavilion.
Now, what he is doing is to expose himself and let the Aurous Hill police know that he is
here!
At this moment, the Aurous Hill Police Command Office.
The police’s face recognition system suddenly issued a harsh warning sound, and the
police officer on duty was shocked when he saw it!
On the computer screen, a system prompt has popped up with a line written on it:
“Identified by the face recognition system, A-level wanted criminal Shred has appeared
in our city. Please verify immediately!”
The police officer on duty hurriedly retrieved the live video automatically captured by
the system. After a closer look, he was shocked. He quickly picked up the emergency
phone on the desktop and blurted out: “A-level wanted criminal Shred appeared at the
Lidong Road Metro Station Please implement the arrest immediately!”
The whole Aurous Hill police blew up!
A-level wanted criminals to appear in Aurous Hill. This is definitely the last thing the
local police want to see, because once this criminal makes a big case in the local area,
not only will the local people suffer, they will also have to bear huge public pressure!
As a result, the police immediately mobilized the city’s police force and decided to arrest
Shred at the earliest.

At this time, Shred received a text message on his mobile phone: “Aurous Hill police
have found you! A patrol car is rushing to catch you. Pay attention to your right-hand
side. It is still 800 meters away from you!”
After reading the text, Shred gritted his teeth and stared at the right side unblinkingly.
Soon, a police car in the distance appeared in the field of vision and kept approaching.
However, the policeman didn’t turn on the lights or the siren, so it didn’t look like they
were performing an emergency mission.
But Shred knew in his heart that the people who spent money to hire him had a good
eye. Since the other party said that the car was here to catch him, he would definitely
not make a mistake.
He watched the car getting closer, and could feel his heartbeat in his throat.
He didn’t have a rush, because he knew that the person who hired him had a
requirement, and he had to be chased into the Treasures pavilion next to him by the
police, instead of running over by himself.
So, he was smoking a cigarette in his mouth, while calculating the distance and timing.
He is now standing on the sidewalk, the road is higher, and there are a lot of shared
bicycles on the side of the road.
Therefore, after the police car drove to the front of the motorway, it was impossible to
drive the car directly in front of him, and could only pull over on the motorway and then
walk over.
This at least 12 meters of walking distance is his chance to escape.
He knew that this was to coax the city police, and they would definitely not shoot
directly, so with the advantage of more than ten meters and a faster starting speed, the
police officer would not be able to catch up with him, and he would be able to run into
the treasure pavilion.

In that way, the opponent chased all the way, escaped all the way, and rushed directly
into the Treasures Pavilion.
At this moment, the police car was almost in front of him. He glanced at the police car in
surprise, and when the police car pulled over, he began to back up cautiously.
At this time, the door of the police car opened, and several police officers pretended to
be on a routine patrol, got out of the car slowly, preparing to paralyze Shred, and then
waited for the opportunity to approach.
However, Shred was very nervous. He took a puff of the cigarette, threw his cigarette
butt to the ground, turned around, and ran back.
Several police officers wanted to approach quietly, but when they thought that Shred
was so nervous, one of them immediately shouted: “Shred, stop there!”
Shred didn’t look back at all and ran forward like crazy.
Several police officers hurriedly pursued.
Relying on his leading advantage, Shred took the police around twice and rushed
directly to the treasure pavilion not far away!
The police officers at the head were desperately chasing while using the intercom to
report: “Shred has a strong anti-reconnaissance awareness. He started to flee when he
saw us. Now he has escaped into the Treasures Pavilion! Request the city bureau to
immediately send police forces to block the Pavilion and implement the full encircling
protocol. We need to catch him now!”
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In the eyes of the police officer, Shred ran into the Treasures Pavilion randomly because
he was chased and panicked.
But in fact, Treasure Pavilion is Shred’s ultimate goal.
At this moment, Treasure Pavilion.

In the hall, the auction continues, and Liona is still signing various files.
When Shred came to the door and was about to walk in, the security guard at the door
stopped him and said, “Sir, please show me the entry code for this auction. You can only
enter after verification.”
Shred glanced back and found that the policeman who was pursuing him had rushed in.
He immediately took out a pistol from his arms and pointed it at the security guard’s
forehead. He said coldly, “Fu*king nonsense, I will just shoot. I will break you!”
At this time, the police officers behind saw that he had pulled out a pistol, and they
looked shocked and also pulled out guns one after another.
Shred was not afraid, and pulled open the jacket of the cotton-padded jacket, revealing
a vest filled with powerful explosives.
Afterwards, Shred held a gun in one hand and a switch with a wire in the other. He
whispered in a cold voice, “It’s the fu*king time to listen to me. The explosives on him
are used to drive down the mountains! It can detonate the whole building. If it is blown
into ruins, if you police officers dare to come in, I will let everyone in it be buried with
me!”
The faces of the police officers who were chasing after seeing this were so shocking!
This Shred was originally a gangster, carrying several lives. In his previous case handling
experience, he often used guns and explosives. Therefore, the police officers did not
suspect him of carrying explosives on his body.
Therefore, everyone suddenly became very fearful of him.
Everyone was not far apart, and they could all see the vest Shred was wearing. The vest
was bulging, covered with strips of things like long ham sausages, and they could see
that it was a powerful explosive at a glance.
This kind of explosive is so powerful that it can easily explode the stone by punching a
hole in it. If it is really detonated here, the consequences will be disastrous!

Therefore, one of the police officers immediately said loudly: “Shred, don’t be impulsive!
If you have something to talk about slowly, be careful of the switch in your hand!”
Shred sneered: “Damn, what’s to be careful? I have already become a desperate man
anyway, and with so many murders, I won’t lose any time when I die! So you’d better
show me some understanding, otherwise If so, I just took so many people to bury me
directly, which happened to save me from hiding!”
After speaking, he immediately pointed a gun at the security guard’s head and shouted
coldly: “Let me in and close the door!”
The security guard was robbed of the back of his head. How dare he make a mistake, he
hurriedly followed Shred’s request, led Shred into the door, and then locked the door
tightly at Shred’s request.
Shred grabbed the key from the security guard and said coldly, “You, follow me in!”
The security guards did not dare to follow Shred and stepped forward to the auction to
inquire.
Shred directly rushed into the auction hall with a gun, and shouted at the crowd
participating in the auction: “Everyone, just fu*king listen to me. Give me your head and
squat down. Who dares to run, don’t blame me. The bullet does not have eyes!”
The entire hall suddenly became a mess, and everyone screamed and prepared to
escape.
At this time, Shred directly picked up the pistol, fired three shots at the ceiling, and
exclaimed, “Who the hell will run another one!”
As soon as the gunshot sounded, everyone was immediately frightened, and most
people immediately squatted on the ground without hesitation, holding their heads in
both hands.
But there were also one or two people, thinking that they could have a chance to escape
to heaven, so they planned to escape from the side door. Shred directly raised his gun
and shot, banging twice, and directly killed the man closest to the side door.

Now, the scene was even more shocked.
After Shred shot the man to death, he ran directly to the corridor next to the hall.
According to the information given to him by the other party, the target he wanted to
kill today was in the office next to the corridor.
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At this time, Liona and Zhiyu heard the gunshots and immediately realized that
something had happened. Liona pulled Zhiyu and blurted out: “Zhiyu, let’s go!”
Zhiyu also knew that it was a matter of great importance, so she ran out with her mother
without hesitation.
However, as soon as they ran out, they saw that many people outside the corridor were
already trying to run out in a panic.
At this moment, Shred, armed with a gun, suddenly appeared at the entrance of the
corridor. He raised the gun and pointed it directly at a man who was fleeing in a hurry.
With a bang, he directly shot a bloody mist out of the back of the man’s head!
With this shot, the man with the gunshot in the back of his head fell to the ground with
a plop, and the panicked crowd around him suddenly let out a harsh scream.
Shred shouted coldly: “Listen to me, all go to the lobby to gather, no one is allowed to
run! Otherwise, the end will be the same as this guy!”
Originally, these people were all in a panic and fled for their lives.
But now suddenly someone was shot and killed in front of them, which deeply
stimulated their nerves.
At this time, everyone will calculate an account in their minds.
If you still insist on running away at this time, you will most likely be shot dead by the
opponent.

But if you cooperate obediently at this time, there are at least a hundred people in the
entire scene, including auctioneers and staff, and it is impossible for the other party to
kill so many people at once?
Therefore, if you cooperate obediently, your chances of survival should be much greater.
As a result, no one of this group dared to try to escape anymore, each of them held
their heads in their hands, turned around honestly, and walked into the hall one by one.
Because the entrance door of the hall had been locked and the key was snatched by
Shred, it was impossible for this group of people to have a chance to escape.
At this time, Shred saw that everyone in the hallway had gone to the hall, and he
shouted into the hallway: “All the people in the office and bathroom also listened to me.
I call you to the hall in one minute. Assemble, I will check all the rooms in one minute. If
I find someone hiding in it, don’t blame my bullet for not being affectionate!”
After speaking, he added: “I tell you the truth, I didn’t come for any of you today. I was
just forced to flee by the police. I fled here to hide, as long as you honestly cooperate. I,
when I negotiate with the police, I will naturally let you go!”
“However, if any of you dare to play with me carefully, I will definitely kill him in one
shot. Anyway, I am a Grade A wanted criminal with several lives on my back, so I don’t
care about taking more!”
Hearing what he said, many people in the offices on both sides of the corridor honestly
opened the door and walked out.
Bao Fugui, the owner of Treasures Pavilion, also gave up the idea of hiding in the office
and walked out of the office with his head in his hands.
At this time, the two staff members who filed for Liona exchanged glances and went out
together.
Zhiyu asked Liona in a low voice: “Mom, what shall we do?”
Liona said without hesitation: “Let’s go out too. At this time, it is natural to cooperate
well to ensure personal safety to the greatest extent!”

Zhiyu nodded gently.
Later, the mother and daughter also held up their hands, and the two staff members
walked out behind them.
Shred kept holding the gun, paying attention to everyone walking out of the rooms on
both sides. When he saw Liona and Zhiyu, he was immediately relieved.
He knew that the beautiful woman named Liona in front of him was his only support for
turning over this time!
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Most criminals who commit felony crimes will be listed by the police as the key targets
of arrest. Therefore, Shred who can escape all the way without being arrested has a
deep sense of city government and anti-reconnaissance, and is extremely
knowledgeable, he knows how to hide oneself.
Therefore, at the moment he saw Liona, although his heart was already excited, he
couldn’t wait for his eyes to shine, but he couldn’t show any waves on the surface.
He shook the gun in his hand, and said coldly: “Hurry up on the back, don’t fu*king give
me a dawdle there!”
Liona and Zhiyu didn’t notice any abnormality, and hurriedly followed the others to the
auction hall.
Seeing that Liona was already under his control, Shred did not go to search for other
rooms, but after everyone entered the hall, he walked directly behind everyone, and
then closed the door tightly.
At this time, there were a total of more than 100 men, women and children in the hall,
all of whom looked at Shred nervously, not knowing what he was going to do to them
next.
At this time, Shred stepped onto the auction stage, picked up the microphone, and said
arrogantly: “Everyone, it is a kind of fate that we meet in this way in this place today, so I
will introduce myself to you first.”

Speaking of this, Shred cleared his throat and said: “My name is Shred, a northerner, and
I am a wanted A-level criminal listed by the police. I fled all the way to Aurous Hill. I was
just buying a pack of cigarettes at the subway entrance. I was discovered by the police
and there is no other way. I can only hide here and take everyone hostage.”
Afterwards, Shred turned around and said: “However, you don’t need to be afraid. I
insist that I don’t want money and don’t kill you. I just hope that you will stay here
honestly, as I negotiate with the police. You are my bargaining chip, when the police
agree to my terms, I will naturally continue my escape career, and everyone can leave
here safely.”
Shred’s remarks made most people a little relieved.
These people felt in their hearts that since they wanted to cooperate as hostages, they
should cooperate honestly. When Shred got what he wanted, he would naturally go
home safely.
Liona and Zhiyu also didn’t notice anything abnormal. Their minds were just like
everyone else, but they felt somewhat unlucky.
It’s like coming out to withdraw money and encountering a bank robber. Although the
probability is small, it is not impossible.
Now that things have happened, the most important thing now is to ensure your own
personal safety as much as possible.
Shred continued to speak at this time: “I just said, just need everyone to cooperate with
me, so you just need to hold your head with your hands honestly and don’t make any
small moves. If anyone dares to make small moves, the end will be the same as before.
The same as those who got shot!”
Everyone knew that Shred was cruel and didn’t blink his eyes to kill, so naturally they
didn’t dare to make any moves.
Shred was still worried that he would not be able to completely deter these people, so
he once again exposed his vests full of explosives, and said coldly: “I think there are
many young people in your 20s and 30s. I also come from this age. I know that people
at this age often have hot brains and are easily impulsive, so I remind everyone, don’t be

a hero, and don’t think that a few people can join forces to find opportunities to subdue
me!”
“I admit that I have two fists and four hands, and the bullets in my gun are far from
enough to kill everyone present, but the explosives tied to my body are enough to blow
this place into a pile of rubble, enough for you guys. Follow me on the road, even if you
snatch my gun and blow my head with another shot, as long as I shake my hand and
press the switch, I can take you all to the same funeral. Everyone understands?”
When everyone heard this, their expressions were immediately shocked!
No one would have thought that Shred not only had a gun, but he also had such a big
killer jacket!
Those present are all flesh and blood. If this big killer really blows up, it is almost
impossible for anyone to survive!
Therefore, at this moment, everyone’s deep thoughts of resistance were completely
extinguished!
Even in the security team, several retired young men who had enlisted in the army
suddenly gave up the idea of looking for opportunities to turn the tide.
For many young people who have enlisted in the army, it is not difficult to subdue a
person.
However, while subduing a person, it is almost impossible to ensure that his fingers do
not touch a small switch.

Chapter 2418
After all, even if it is a shot headshot and the brain loses consciousness, the nervous
system will twitch the whole body for a few minutes, which may trigger the switch if a
person dies.
Therefore, no one dared to risk themselves and the lives of so many people.
Seeing everyone was shocked, Shred was also relieved.

He is a vicious person, but he is actually worried about accidents.
After all, although he is a desperado, he is not really afraid of death. He also wants to
smuggle himself abroad and regain a new life, so he will take on such a task.
Seeing that he had completely controlled the scene of more than a hundred people with
his own words, he knew that the matter had already succeeded more than half.
The rest is to negotiate terms with the police, ask for a car, take Liona and escape.
Just when he was about to go to the gate to discuss the conditions with the police
outside, the cell phone in his pocket suddenly rang.
He bought this mobile phone from the black market. The identity of the owner was
stolen by people in the black market. It has nothing to do with him, so he is not afraid of
being found by the police.
As for this mobile phone number, only a few of his immediate family members know it,
and their contact information is also very secret.
He never allows his relatives to use cellphones, landlines and public phones to contact
him, and only allows them to use Internet phones that can make anonymous calls. In
this way, no one can find clues.
When the phone rang, he looked down and found that the caller ID was an overseas
call, so he directly pressed the answer button.
Although the call appeared to be from abroad, it was actually made by his relatives
using an internet phone.
Shred answered the phone and just said hello, he heard a woman whispering on the
phone: “Husband?”
Shred let out a hum, and asked in a low voice of dissatisfaction: “Why do you call this
time? You don’t know I have something important to do?!?”
It was Shred’s wife who called.

Shred is 35 years old this year, has been married for eleven years, has three children, and
his parents are alive. In this task, besides wanting to fight for himself, there is another
very important reason, that is, he wants to save something for his family some
settlement expenses.
After all, his parents are old and his wife has no academic qualifications. After he fled,
the family was almost sitting in the air, and the economic situation was getting worse
and worse.
However, after taking over the task this time, the other party called to give his family 10
million. This million has already been paid. It is almost enough for the family to live a
carefree life in a small place. Therefore, Shred is now considered as worry-free, even if
the mission fails, or he is arrested or killed, at least the family can live a stable life.
On the phone, Shred’s wife said a little excitedly: “Husband! The person who asked us to
do errands added another 20 million in my account!”
“What?!” Shred exclaimed and blurted out: “Really?!?
“It’s true!” Shred’s wife said excitedly: “They said that they would give the family 20
million, and they want to add a condition to you. As long as you agree, the money will
be given to our family!”
Shred was also excited and asked, “What conditions?”
Shred’s wife said truthfully: “They said, let you kill the target’s daughter along with her!”

Chapter 2419
When Shred heard this, he almost laughed out of excitement.
He subconsciously asked: “It’s that simple?!”
The wife on the other end of the phone said confidently: “Yes, it’s that simple!”
“Great!” Shred said excitedly: “It’s just a matter of hooking!”

After all, he had seen the photos of Liona, Zhifei, and Zhiyu a long time ago. Zhifei is not
here, but Liona and Zhiyu, the mothers and daughters pair who are extremely attractive
are here, which he has confirmed now with a glance.
Now, the mother and daughter are among more than one hundred hostages. As long as
he asks the police to get to the car later, he can take them together as hostages!
He originally brought one and earned 10 million, but now it is bring two and earn 30
million!
Shred has never made such easy money in his life!
Therefore, he immediately opened his mouth and said: “I know, you tell them, I will do
it!”
Shred’s wife was equally excited.
After all, thirty million!
Living in the fifth-tier cities in the north, a house is only a few hundred thousand, and a
villa is only two million!
Therefore, Thirty Million can almost let her lead her three children for a lifetime without
any worries, and in the local area, she can live a life of a master!
She has even begun to plan now. After Shred finishes this matter and goes abroad
smoothly, she will spend 1.5 million to buy a Porsche car that she has loved for many
years!
It was a luxury car that she could not even dream of. She once saw a beautiful woman
driving in a shopping mall. At that time, that woman drove that Porsche, her
temperament was indescribable and her pride was indescribable as well. This made her
envious for a long, long time.
But now, she has 30 million in her account, and buying the same Porsche is almost a
piece of cake!

As a result, her voice was trembling and exhorted: “My husband! People have given us
so much money, you must help them get things done!”
Shred said immediately: “Don’t worry, I will do it well, and the parents and children at
home, please take care of you.”
Shred’s wife said excitedly: “Don’t worry, husband! I will take care of our parents and
children!”
“Okay!” Shred laughed and said, “I’ll hang up now, and I will contact you after I go
abroad!”
“Okay! Husband, take care!”
After hanging up the phone, Shred was excited and intolerable.

Chapter 2420
He secretly thought: “Today is really a good day for him. Shred’s great luck has finally
come to him! As long as he takes these two women up later, go to a place designated
by others, and get rid of these two women, he will be able to take the boat tonight. He
will go abroad! The rest of life is to leap in the ocean and let the birds fly!”
Thinking of this, he glanced at Liona and Zhiyu quietly, and couldn’t help but muttered
in his heart: “These girls are so beautiful! I’ve never seen such a beautiful woman in real
life. That Liona, mature and s3xy, is no worse than the Hong Kong beauty celebrities of
the 90s! That Zhiyu is even more young and beautiful, and she is simply the stunner of
the stunner! It would be a shame if she gets killed like this!”
At this moment, the voice of a police officer speaking through a loudspeaker sounded
outside: “Shred, listen carefully, you are now surrounded! I advise you to give up
resistance immediately, come out and surrender, and you can fight for a leniency!”
Shred sneered, walked directly to the window, opened a window, and cursed coldly:
“What do you shout! Let me surrender? I tell you, even if I die, I won’t surrender! And I
won’t die. Not just one person will die! I will bring more than a hundred people here to
die with me!”

The police officer suddenly became nervous, and said, “I advise you not to be impulsive!
Don’t let yourself fall into the abyss of immortality!”
Shred coldly snorted, “Stop talking nonsense! Listen to me! Immediately prepare a Rolls
Royce filled with gas! As long as you prepare the car for me, I will naturally leave Aurous
Hill, too. It won’t hurt anyone here! If you don’t follow suit, I will let these people bury
with me!”
After all, Shred looked at the time and added: “I am a person with limited patience. You
only have 20 minutes to prepare. If you exceed this time, wait for the ruins and corpses
to be cleaned up!”
Shred is a smart man.
The reason why he called for a Rolls-Royce is because there are very few Rolls-Royce
cars. The police can never own a luxury car like Rolls-Royce, so they can only find one
for him temporarily. .
It is inherently difficult to find a Rolls-Royce temporarily, so it is very difficult for the
police to find the car in a hurry, and naturally it is impossible to have time to do
anything with the car.
Therefore, this is more secure for him.
Moreover, a Rolls-Royce car is highly efficient and stable. It is not easy to break down on
the road when driving in such a luxury car, and once it picks up quickly, it is impossible
for ordinary police cars to catch up.
Upon hearing this, the police officer immediately began urgent discussions.
One of them whispered: “Now Shred has a gun in his hand, and he also has a big suicide
jacket on his body. It is definitely impossible for us to attack him. Once he pressed the
switch in a hurry, he is likely to detonate the explosive. At that time, we will poke a big
basket!”
“Yes!” The other person also echoed in a low voice: “There is no strong attack, and there
is no mediation plan. In my opinion, we might as well just prepare a car for him as he
said, let him leave first, and then find opportunities along the way to arrest!”

A person in charge said solemnly: “Even if he is asked to leave first, he must not be
tracked and arrested immediately. They are all immeasurable. Once a major incident
occurs, none of us can bear this responsibility!”
“Yes! Let’s prepare a car for him first, let him leave the crowded place like the city center
first! We don’t want to be able to catch this plague now, but as long as we can send him
away safely and avoid him in Aurous Hill To bring about more serious consequences, it
is a good deed for the people of Aurous Hill!”
The person in charge nodded, and said: “The top priority now is to let him leave the
treasure pavilion, otherwise there are more than 100 hostages in it, it is really too
dangerous!”
Having said that, he immediately gave an order: “Coordinate quickly and prepare the
vehicle! Send it to Treasures Pavilion as soon as possible!”
A police officer said embarrassingly: “Captain, where are we going to get Rolls Royce?
This kind of car can start at seven or eight million. There are not many cars in the city,
and there is no police system. …..”
The person in charge called the Captain thought for a while, and said: “I have a good
relationship with Issac, President Issac, I will borrow one from him! Anyway, first meet
Shred’s needs so that he will not cause a greater loss!”

